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It is shown that for crystals of large proteins at low diffraction

resolution, with N' 10 000 independent non-H protein atoms

and dmin ' 8 AÊ , a simple bulk-solvent correction yields the

Sayre equation in its classical form, Fh � q
P

k FkFhÿk. In the

low-resolution protein case, the proportionality factor

becomes q � 1=��h�Pi ÿ �S�V�, where V is the unit-cell

volume, �S is the assumed constant electron density in the

solvent regions of the crystal and h�Pi is the average electron

density in the protein regions. The classical form of the

tangent formula follows from the bulk-solvent-corrected

Sayre equation and its validity at low resolution is veri®ed

in empirical calculations.
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1. Introduction

Bulk solvent occupies anywhere from �25 to �75% of the

unit-cell volume in protein crystals (Matthews, 1968, 1985). A

typical protein molecule has a partial speci®c volume close to

v = 0.74 mm3 mgÿ1 (Matthews, 1968; Edelstein & Schachman,

1973; Kratky et al., 1973; Westbrook, 1985) and an empirical

formula close to C4H6NO, so that the average electron density

in the protein part of a typical protein crystal is

h�Pi ' 0.44 e AÊ ÿ3 and the volume per non-H protein atom is

Vnon-H ' 17.2 AÊ 3. If the bulk solvent resembles liquid water,

with mass density �H2O = 1.00 mg mmÿ3, the average electron

density in the solvent part of a typical protein crystal would be

h�Si ' 0.33 e AÊ ÿ3 and the volume per water molecule would

be VH2O ' 29.9 AÊ 3 . Buffer, salt, preservative or crystallizing

agent dissolved in the bulk solvent would increase h�Si
somewhat.

For the most part, the bulk solvent has a disordered liquid-

like structure, so that the the amplitude of scattering by the

bulk solvent falls off very steeply with increasing scattering

angle. The general ¯atness of the bulk-solvent electron-

density distribution is used to advantage in the solvent-

¯attening technique in protein crystal structure determination

(Wang, 1985), but in structure re®nement it has been a

common expedient to deal with bulk-solvent scattering by

simply omitting re¯ections for which dhkl = �/(2sin�hkl) >�
6±8 AÊ . Better, more recent, re®nement practice, however, is to

include all observed re¯ections and apply to the model-

calculated structure factors a bulk-solvent correction based on

Babinet's principle, which is described below. A typical bulk-

solvent-corrected form is

FTotal � FProt�1ÿ kSolv exp�ÿ2�2hu2
Solvi=d2

hkl��;

in which kSolv = h�Si/h�Pi, hu2
Solvi = BSolv/(8�2), 0.75 <� kSolv

<�
1.0, 200<� BSolv

<� 400 AÊ 2 and 2.5<� hu2
Solvi<� 5 AÊ 2 (Moews &
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Kretsinger, 1975; Jiang & BruÈ nger, 1994; Urzhumtsev &

Podjarny, 1995; Kostrewa, 1997; Tronrud, 1997; Badger, 1997).

In the context of efforts to develop ab initio direct methods

of phasing for protein crystals that yield only low- to medium-

resolution diffraction data, the presence of more-or-less

distinct higher density protein and lower density solvent

regions presents an apparent violation of the starting

hypothesis of probabilistic direct methods theory, viz. the

hypothesis of uniform random distributions of independent

atoms. In this paper, we describe an algebraic analysis that

leads to a bulk-solvent-compensated (BSC) Sayre equation,

triplet-phase relationship and tangent formula and we report

empirical tests of these BSC results with low-resolution data

for two protein crystals. In a subsequent paper, we shall

describe corresponding results of a BSC probabilistic analysis

for three-phase structure invariants.

2. BSC crystal structure factors

Assume that protein crystals may be described as containing

liquid-like bulk-solvent regions of approximately constant

relatively low electron density �S between protein molecular

regions of relatively high but ¯uctuating electron density

�P(r). Then, the unit-cell volume is partitioned into protein

and solvent subvolumes,

V � VP � VS;

and the unit-cell electron-density distribution,

��r� � �P�r� if r � VP

�S if r � VS

�
;

and the crystal structure factors,

Fh � FV ���r�� � FVP
��P�r�� � FVS

��S�;
are similarly partitioned.

In the last equation, F denotes the Fourier transform

operation, according to which

Fh � F���r�� �
R
V

��r� exp��2�ih � r� dV

��r� � Fÿ1�Fh� � �1=V�P
h

Fh exp�ÿ2�ih � r�

8<: ;

where r = xa + yb + zc, h = ha* + kb* + lc*, |h| = 1/dhkl =

2(sin�hkl)/� and h�r = hx + ky + lz. The complex exponential

function in the Fourier transform operator has the property

that, for integration over the whole unit-cell volume V ,R
V

exp�2�ih � r� dV � R
V

cos�2�h � r� dV

� i
R
V

sin�2�h � r� dV � 0; 8h 6� 0:

Therefore, for constant �S integrated over the subvolumes VS

and VP,R
VS

�S exp�2�ih � r� dV�ÿ R
VP

�S exp�2�ih � r� dV; 8h 6� 0: �1�

Then, for the protein and solvent partitioned structure factors,

Fh �
R
V

��r� exp�2�ih � r� dV

� R
VP

�P�r� exp�2�ih � r� dV � R
VS

�S exp�2�ih � r� dV; 8h;

it follows that, at low resolution such that �S is practically

constant,

Fh �
R

VP

��P�r� ÿ �S� exp�2�ih � r� dV; 8h 6� 0: �2�

Figure 1
Schematic illustration of the background contrast principle as applied to
the Babinet-complementary protein molecular regions and liquid-like
bulk-solvent regions in a protein crystal. Low-resolution scattering by the
electron densities �P inside and �S outside the protein is equivalent to
scattering by the density difference (�P ÿ �S) inside and zero density
outside.

Figure 2
Schematic illustration of bulk-solvent-compensating overlapping spheres
of negative scattering density centered on each non-H protein atom. The
®lled circles represent protein atoms in a pair of neighboring chain
segments. The solid-outlined circles surrounding the ®lled circles
represent atom-centered spheres of volume equal to the average volume
per protein atom with Vnon-H' 17.2 AÊ 3 and Rnon-H' 1.60 AÊ . The dashed-
outlined circles represent the atom-centered bulk-solvent-compensating
spheres with RS ' 5 AÊ and VS ' 525 AÊ 3.



In other words, at low resolution the protein and the bulk-

solvent regions constitute Babinet-complimentary scattering

masks which scatter with opposite phase (see, for example,

Strong, 1958). This background contrast principle, according

to which the scattering by the total electron-density distribu-

tion is equivalent to scattering by protein minus solvent

difference density in the protein regions and zero density in

the solvent regions, is illustrated schematically in Fig. 1.

3. BSC Sayre equation, triplet relationship and tangent
formula

Historically, the triplet relationship and the tangent formula

were established through Sayre's theoretical analysis (Sayre,

1952; see also Fan, 1998) of hypothetical squared structures

�2(r) corresponding to resolved-equal-atoms structures �(r).

To incorporate a bulk-solvent correction into Sayre's analysis,

we apply (1) and (2) to the squared-structure factor

Qh � F��2�r�� and obtain

Qh �
R
V

�2�r� exp�2�ih � r� dV; 8h;

Qh �
R

VP

��2
P�r� ÿ �2

S� exp�2�ih � r� dV; 8h 6� 0;

� R
VP

��P�r� � �S���P�r� ÿ �S� exp�2�ih � r� dV:

Then, de®ning a dimensionless � = �(r) according to

�P�r� � �S � �h�Pi � �S��1���;
� � ��P�r� ÿ h�Pi�=�h�Pi � �S�

and expecting |�| << 1 in low-resolution density images, since

local ¯uctuations about the average protein density should be

small compared with the sum of the average protein and

solvent densities, we obtain

Qh � �h�Pi � �S�
R

VP

�1�����P�r� ÿ �S� exp�2�ih � r� dV

' �h�Pi � �S�
R

VP

��P�r� ÿ �S� exp�2�ih � r� dV

' �h�Pi � �S�Fh; 8h 6� 0: �3�
Thus, for low-resolution protein-plus-bulk-solvent structures,

just as for resolved-equal-atom structures, the squared-

structure structure factor is simply proportional to the crystal

structure factor.
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Figure 3
Resolution dependence of the intensity ratios h|Fc|

2i=h|Fo|i2 with and
without bulk-solvent correction.

Figure 4
Scatter plot of tangent-formula-estimated versus re®ned-structure-
calculated phases. The calculated phases are based on the protein atoms
and the atom-centered bulk-solvent correction. Resolution range
1 > d � 8 AÊ , calculation-completed experimental jFj data for which
|E| � 1.0. (a) 669 GPD phases; (b) 409 SAH phases. See also Table 2.
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At the same time, the Fourier transforms convolution

theorem gives the squared-structure structure factor to be

Qh � F��2�r�� � F���r�� 
 F���r�� � Fh 
 Fh

Qh � �1=V�P
k

FkFhÿk; �4�

so that the bulk-solvent-compensated Sayre equation is

Fh ' q
P

k

FkFhÿk;

q � 1=��h�Pi � �S�V�:
�5�

Apart from the different physical meaning of its proportion-

ality constant, (5) has precisely the same form as the classical

Sayre equation. It therefore follows that in favorable cases, for

the largest |Fh| and the largest |FkFh ÿ k | leading terms in the

Sayre equation sum, phases can be estimated via the triplet or

three-phase invariant relationship,

'h ' 'k � 'hÿk: �6�
More importantly, rewriting (5) as

jFhj exp�i'h� ' q
P

k

jFkjjFhÿkj exp�i�'k � 'hÿk�� � A� iB;

A � q
P

k

jFkjjFhÿkj cos�'k � 'hÿk�;

B � q
P

k

jFkjjFhÿkj sin�'k � 'hÿk�;

gives the tangent formula

tan 'h '
B

A
�
P

k

jFkjjFhÿkj sin�'k � 'hÿk�P
k

jFkjjFhÿkj cos�'k � 'hÿk�
�7�

also in its classical form, even for the case of low-resolution

protein-plus-bulk-solvent structures, in which the unit-cell

distributions of atomic positions are non-uniform.

4. Atomic sum (and globbic sum) BSC crystal structure
factors

For a unit cell containing NP protein atoms plus approximately

constant bulk-solvent electron density �S, applying (1) and (2)

yields

Fh �
PNP

j�1

fj exp�2�ih � rj�
" #

� R
VS

�S exp�2�ih � r� dV

Fh �
PNP

j�1

fj exp�2�ih � rj�
" #

ÿ R
VP

�S exp�2�ih � r� dV

Fh �
PNP

j�1

�fj ÿ fS� exp�2�ih � rj�; �8�

where

fS � �S

R
VP=NP

exp�2�ih � r� dV �9�

is a bulk-solvent correction subtracted from each atomic

scattering factor. As indicated in Fig. 2 and described further

below, the correction corresponds to a bulk-solvent compen-

sating sphere of negative scattering density with volume

VP/NP centered on each protein atom.

Similarly, for low- to medium-resolution structure-factor

calculations that employ globbic scattering factors gj for

spherically averaged polyatomic globs or groups of atoms,

such as main-chain peptide groups and amino-acid side-chain

groups (Guo et al., 1999),

Fh �
PNg

j�1

�gj ÿ gS� exp�2�ih � rj� �10�

and

Figure 5
As Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), but with 8 > d � 6 AÊ . (a) 949 GPD phases; (b) 565
SAH phases. See also Table 2.



gS � �S

R
VP=Ng

exp�2�ih � r� dV; �11�

where Ng < NP is the number of globs per unit cell.

5. BSC atomic scattering factors

In the present work, the bulk-solvent correction subtracted

from each protein atom scattering factor in (8) was approxi-

mated by the Fourier transform of a protein-atom-centered

uniform-density sphere (Guinier, 1994; Patterson, 1967) with

parametrically adjustable radius. Thus, (9) becomes

fS � �S

R
VP=NP

exp�2�ih � r� dV ' ZS�4=3��R3
S��2�jhjRS�;

�12�
where

��u� � �3�sin uÿ u cos u��=u3: �13�
Assuming bulk-solvent water,

ZS � �S

VP

NP

� ZH2O

VH2O

Vnon-H '
10 e

29:9 AÊ
3 � 17:2 AÊ

3
; �14�

and from the empirical calculations described below,

RS ' 5 AÊ . This large radius results in a dilute electron density

of ÿ0.011 e AÊ ÿ3 within each protein-atom-centered bulk-

solvent-compensating uniform-density sphere. As indicated in

Fig. 2, overlap of the large-radius spheres centered on neigh-

boring protein atoms (on average, �30 neighboring atoms)

raises the level of the bulk-solvent-

compensating electron density in the protein

region to a level commensurate with the

average electron density in the bulk-solvent

region.

6. Empirical BSC tests

Equations (8) and (12)±(14) have been

tested against the measured structure-factor

amplitudes and the re®ned atomic posi-

tional, mean-square displacement and site-

occupancy parameters for crystals of

glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase

(GPD; 10 028 independent non-H protein

atoms and 61% solvent volume) and S-

adenosylhomocysteine hydrolase (SAH;

6 787 independent non-H protein atoms and

55% solvent volume). Crystal data are given

in Table 1; structure-factor agreement

before and after applying the bulk-solvent

correction is summarized in Table 2.

The radii of the bulk-solvent compen-

sating spheres de®ned by (12)±(14) were

®tted by simplex re®nements to minimize

the normalized mean absolute deviation

r �
Pn
i�1

��hjFoj2ii ÿ hjFcj2ii
��

Pn
i�1

hjFoj2ii
;

where i indexes the n = 14 resolution subsets listed in Table 2,

and where, writing (8) in more explicit terms,

Fc � kÿ1
PNP

j�1

pjffj exp�ÿBj�sin �h�2=�2� ÿ fSg exp�2�ih � rj�;

�15�

in which k is the absolute scaling factor for the |Fo| data

measured on a relative scale, the pj � 1 are atomic site-

occupation factors, the Bj = 8�2hu2
j i are atomic mean-square

displacement parameters and fS is the bulk-solvent compen-

sation given by (12)±(14). The simplex re®nements converged

to bulk-solvent-compensating sphere radii RS ' 5.51 and

4.99 AÊ with ®t residuals r(|F|2) = 6.8 and 8.4% for the GPD and

SAH structures, respectively.

Table 2 and Fig. 3 show that with no solvent correction the

protein-only structure model substantially overestimates the

average structure-factor amplitudes for d >� 4 AÊ resolution,

increasingly so with decreasing resolution, by as much as a

factor of ten or more for d >� 15 AÊ . The simple bulk-solvent

correction via (15) and (12)±(14) leaves only a `ripple' of

overestimation near 5 AÊ and underestimation near 9 AÊ in the

|Fc|
2=|Fo|2 versus resolution statistics.
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Table 1
Crystal data for glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GDP) and for S-adenosyl-
homocysteine hydrolase (SAH).

GPD SAH

Reference Murthy et al. (1980) Turner et al. (1998)
PDB access code 4gpd 1a7a
Space group P1 C222
Unit-cell parameters (AÊ , �)

a 83.019 92.014
b 80.956 168.019
c 82.545 137.857
� 110.848 90
� 71.473 90
 116.858 90

Vcell (AÊ 3) 454260 2131300
Z 1 8
Crystal chemical asymmetric unit

(protein atoms²)
C6364H10072N1676O1928S60 C4289H6767N1168O1276S20Se30P4

Mr (kDa) 142.8 98.3
Matthews coef®cient Vm = Vcell /(ZMr)

(AÊ 3 Daÿ1)
3.18 2.71

Solvent volume (VS/Vcell) (%) 61.3 54.6
Radiation Cu K�, � = 1.5418 AÊ Se K-edge remote, � = 0.95 AÊ

No. unique measured jFj 37665 (Laue group 1) 26591 (Laue group mmm)
dmin (AÊ ) 2.5 2.8
dmax (AÊ ) 45.9 47.8
Completeness (%) 61.8 99.5

² The SAH crystal chemical unit includes an enzyme dimer complexed with two bound NADH cofactor molecules
and two bound adenosine-analog inhibitor molecules. The cofactor and inhibitor atoms were included in our
calculations as protein (as distinct from solvent) atoms.
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7. Low-resolution tests of the tangent formula

To test the applicability of the tangent formula, phases 'h were

estimated via (7) from phases 'k and 'h ÿ k calculated via (15)

and (12)±(14) for the GPD and SAH structures, and phase

errors were evaluated as the unweighted average absolute

phase differences

hj�'ji � hj'est ÿ 'calcji:
As indicated in (7), the tangent-formula sums were jFj
weighted, but as indicated in Tables 3 and 4, the re¯ection

triplets for the tangent-formula calculations were selected

based on |E| thresholds, where the |E| values were from local-

average-normalized intensities,

jEhj � ��jFhj2="h�=�hjFj2="ijhj��1=2:

Table 3 includes results for only those triplets composed of

re¯ections present in the (incomplete) measured data sets.

Table 4 and Figs. 4 and 5 present results based on 100%

complete sets of calculated and of calculation-completed

measured data.

Table 3 shows that for the low-resolution data with d� 6 AÊ ,

the tangent formula produces from the calculated phases of

the measured re¯ections estimated phases that are substan-

tially better than random, with average phase errors of �65�

for the more complete SAH data and �75� for the less

complete GPD data. For triplets composed of only re¯ections

from the 8 > d � 6 AÊ resolution shell, however, the estimated

phases are no better than random, with average phase errors

of �90� for both structures. That the low-resolution tangent-

formula phase estimates are on average some 15±25� better

than random is noteworthy in view of the large size of the

structures under consideration, with �10 000 independent

non-H atoms in the GPD structure and �7 000 in the SAH

structure.

Compared with Table 3, Table 4 shows quite dramatic

improvements in the low-resolution tangent-formula phase

estimates when the data sets are completed by supplying

calculated data for the re¯ections missing from the measured

data sets. The low-resolution (d � 8 AÊ ) average phase errors

drop from values of 60±80� for the incomplete data sets to

values of 40±45� for the complete data sets. Still, for triplets

composed of only re¯ections from the 8 > d � 6 AÊ resolution

shell, the estimated phases are essentially random, with

average phase errors �90� even for the completed shell. The

Table 4
As Table 3, but for 100% complete sets of either calculated data or
calculation-completed experimental data.

Resolution
range (AÊ )

|E|
threshold Ndata Ntriplets

Calc. jFjs
h|�'|i (�)

Calc.-Comp.
Obs. jFjs
h|�'|i (�)

GPD
1 > d � 8 |E| � 1.0 669 145310 44 45
1 > d � 6 1618 878611 52 51
8 > d � 6 949 94572 96 94
1 > d � 8 |E| � 0.6 1290 1064436 46 48
1 > d � 6 3062 6061003 52 54
8 > d � 6 1772 614382 92 92

SAS
1 > d � 8 |E| � 1.0 409 160133 40 41
1 > d � 6 974 1005215 45 45
1 > d � 6 565 111206 83 84
1 > d � 8 |E| � 0.6 777 1102172 47 50
1 > d � 6 1849 6966369 48 49
1 > d � 6 1072 778304 85 87

Table 2
Tests of the bulk-solvent correction via equations (14), (12) and (13).

h|Fc|
2i/h|Fo|i2

dmin (AÊ ) Nmeas

Protein
alone

Protein plus
bulk solvent

GPD
2.5 37665 1.00 1.00
3.0 25877 0.97 0.95
4.0 11506 1.04 1.01
5.0 5644 1.31 1.16
6.0 3135 1.57 1.15
7.0 1885 1.74 1.04
8.0 1204 1.95 0.93
9.0 793 2.38 0.88
10.0 564 3.20 0.93
11.0 415 4.44 0.97
12.0 307 5.77 1.00
13.0 230 6.98 1.01
14.0 175 8.56 1.07
15.0 135 10.33 1.12

SAH
2.8 26591 1.00 1.00
3.0 21675 1.02 1.01
4.0 9264 1.32 1.24
5.0 4830 1.94 1.46
6.0 2824 2.36 1.32
7.0 1803 2.60 1.10
8.0 1214 2.91 0.98
9.0 873 3.49 0.94
10.0 642 4.47 0.96
11.0 489 5.74 0.99
12.0 372 7.23 1.01
13.0 301 8.16 1.01
14.0 237 9.27 1.00
15.0 195 10.05 1.02

Table 3
Average absolute differences between tangent-formula estimated and
protein-plus-bulk-solvent model calculated phases for re¯ections present
in the (incomplete) experimental data sets.

Resolution
range (AÊ )

|E|
threshold

Complete-
ness (%) Ndata Ntriplets

h|�'|i
(�)

GPD
1 > d � 8 |E| � 1.0 58 390 23706 78
1 > d � 6 70 1131 254452 75
8 > d � 6 75 741 40422 92
1 > d � 8 |E| � 0.6 63 819 238820 71
1 > d � 6 71 2165 1915710 72
8 > d � 6 76 1346 247128 87

SAS
1 > d � 8 |E| � 1.0 97 398 147162 62
1 > d � 6 99 961 966745 61
8 > d � 6 100 563 110665 85
1 > d � 8 |E| � 0.6 98 761 1041719 66
1 > d � 6 99 1831 6787048 61
8 > d � 6 100 1070 775883 87



powerful effects of even a very few key low-resolution

re¯ections are highlighted in Tables 3 and 4 by the SAH data,

for which supplying only 11 missing re¯ections to complete the

97% complete d � 8 AÊ subset of |E| � 1.0 measured data, or

only 13 re¯ections to complete the 99% complete d � 6 AÊ

subset reduced the average phase error from �60 to �40�.

8. Concluding comments

The tendency of the tangent-formula-estimated phases toward

the model-calculated phases in the d � 8 AÊ low-resolution

range is shown clearly in the diagonally dominant scatter plots

presented in Fig. 4, while the essentially random character of

the estimates for triplets restricted to the 8 > d � 6 AÊ reso-

lution shell is apparent in the plots presented in Fig. 5.

Including higher resolution data to dmin = 2.5 AÊ also yields

random scatter plots (not shown) that resemble Fig. 5. The

high-resolution `breakdown' of the tangent-formula phase

estimation in the absence of d � 8 AÊ low-resolution data

presumably corresponds to violation of the hypothesis of

essentially constant �S and ¯attened low-resolution �P. This

hypothesis is the basis for the expectation |�| << 1, which led

to (3) and thence to the bulk-solvent-corrected low-resolution

Sayre equation (5) and tangent formula (7).

Anticipating results from our forthcoming paper on prob-

abilistic analysis of bulk-solvent-compensated low-resolution

phase relationships, we note that the low-resolution success

and high-resolution failure of the tangent formula also has a

probabilistic explanation. Since the variance of the probability

distribution of three-phase structure invariants is proportional

to N1/2, where N is the number of atoms per primitive unit cell,

phase estimation becomes unreliable, essentially random, for

large protein structures. At low resolution, however, the

effective number of atoms becomes much smaller, because all

the solvent atoms effectively disappear as shown by (1) and

(2) and because the effective scattering units are globs or

groups of protein atoms as indicated by (10) and (11). Thus,

Neff < NP , where Neff is the effective number of scattering

units and NP is the number of non-H protein atoms per

primitive unit cell, and the reliability of low-resolution phase

estimation improves (see also Dorset & Jap, 1998). We have

observed that, as an empirical rough rule of thumb,

Neff ' kNP/dmin, with k ' 1 AÊ .

We thank Herbert Hauptman and Douglas Dorset for

helpful discussions of the low-resolution phase problem and

Lynne Howell and co-workers for the SAH data and re®ned

structural model. We are grateful for research support from

USDHHS PHS NIH grant No. GM46733.
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